
CONFERENCE DAY ONE 
TUESDAY, 23 JULY 2019
08.00 Registration, coffee and networking

08:45 IQPC welcome remarks 
Suraj Rao, Conference Director, IQPC

08:50 Opening remarks from chairman

BARRELS OF DATA - DO WE HAVE ENOUGH?
The biggest problem drilling engineers face today is the lack of timely, accurate data for drilling, exploration and production.  

Availability of data can reduce Non-Productive Time (NPT) by at least 50% 

09.00 From sensors to dashboards: How is data revolutionising exploration and production at oilfields?
 A report revealed that two thirds of the upstream oil industry said analytics is one of the most important capabilities for 
transforming their company. The use of advanced analytics has helped companies reduce their maintenance costs by at 
least 13%.
How important is data for oilfields?
• Deploying sensors to provide invaluable insight on drilling for maximum return on production
• Accurate positioning of sensors for optimum signal and product integrity
•  The collection and analysis of real time data through big data enabling early identification of drilling anomalies
 Engr. Kapuulya Musomba, Acting Managing Director, Tanzania Petroleum Development Corporation (TPDC), Tanzania

09.30 Automating data quality control through Enterprise Data Management (EDM) to optimise operations
 Data volumes are now exceeding 10TB of data per day for a single well. With such massive amounts of data, it needs to 
be consumed by the business more quickly than ever before in order to make key decisions
How is data being collected and diversified into relevant departments?
• Managing raw data overload to filter relevant data for day to day operations
• Data quality control to provide trusted data for strategic business decisions
• Enabling analytics for better data quality and usage

10.00  Executive think tank: Integrating pump controls to control oil extraction as data is fed to the systems on a near-real-
time or real-time basis
 With oil prices dropping to an all time low, margins for operators are thin. The ideal solution combines sensor technology 
and cloud oriented big-data analytics
How are operators making the most through digitalisation?  
• Tracking efficiency of equipment and the surface conditions to reduce rig downtimes
• Charting out future production estimation through seismic analysis of field information
• Enhancing productivity and efficiency through digitalisation of operations
Moderator: Srinivas Rachakonda, Director of Strategy, Dangote Refineries, Nigeria

Panelists:

Anietie Okon, Chief Petroleum Engineer, DPR, Nigeria

 Engr. Kapuulya Musomba, Acting Managing Director, Tanzania Petroleum Development Corporation,

(TPDC), Tanzania

Joseph Akkani, Maintenance, Inspections and Corrosions Engineer, Shell, Nigeria

Simbi Wabote, Executive Secretary, Nigerian Content Development Monitoring Board (NCDMB), Nigeria

10.40 Speed Networking Session and Exhibition Tour

11:10 Networking refreshments break
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DOCUMENT DILEMMA - MAKING THE MOVE TO DIGITAL RECORDS
Close to 50% of oil and gas companies accross the world face problems due to poor document control and information 

management.  In the absence of such reference points, downtime and lost productivity is inevitable

11.30 Three clicks away: Digitalising maintenance records to optimise information management 
 It is isn’t just sensors and alarms that provide access to real time data, non-availability of service documents, bill of 
spares and manuals results in $10 billion of Non-Productive Time (NPT).   
•  Creating a digital track record throughout an asset’s lifetime to simplify inspection and maintenance activities
• Leveraging historical data to develop predictive maintenance capabilities thus preventing asset failures
• Preventing unauthorized access, misfiles and loss through digitalisation of docuements

12:00 “Our well files are a mess”: How are oilfields leveraging Electronic Well Files  (EWFs) and well portals?
 Extracting relevant information for drilling takes at least 4-7 hours. By digitalising well logs and geophysical data, the 
information search is automated reducing downtime by over 60%
• Timely access to data and information for productivity and operational excellency
• Domain ontology and Smart OCR to auto-classify unstructured data to improve data quality
• Generating accurate reports to enhance accuracy in the decision making process
Abdel Majid Aissani, Senior Production Technologist, Petronas Carigali, Malaysia

COMING TO A OIL FIELD NEAR YOU - SMART, SECURE VALVES AND PUMPS 
In comparison to conventional valve technology, smart valves have realised an increase in revenue by at least 12%.  With such 

proven returns, are your valves saving or costing you?

12.30 Take Control: Enhancing valve systems for enhanced monitoring and regulation
 As reserves disappear, innovation becomes the key to avoiding a decline in oil production. Smart wells are an exciting 
new technology with a high rate of success.
Why should you adopt this?
• Altering reservoirs remotely without intervention through hydraulic and electrical power
• Minimising the production of water and other undesirable effluents and to maximise oil recovery
• Monitoring production zones through downhole sensors to provide real time data on flow rate, pressure
and temperature
Abiodun K. Oladipo, Completion, Intervention and Rigless, NAOC Ltd., Nigeria

13.00 Pump smarter, not harder: Shrinking operating expenses through intelligence driven energy efficient pumps
 Pumps are the most failed equipment in an oil field. They require intense maintenance to move billion-barrel volumes 
of crude. 
Are your pumps ready for your crude?
•  Driving pumps through Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs) for enhanced operating performance and energy efficiency
• Preventing pump failures through real-time data and advanced monitoring systems
• Moving from a reactive to a proactive maintenance strategy for pumps thus enhancing pump life cycle
Joseph Akkani, Materials, corrosion and inspection engineer, Shell, Nigeria

13.30 Networking Lunch

DEVELOPING REQUIRED IT INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF DIGITAL OIL FIELDS 
Digital Oil fields can be implemented only when there is sufficient support from the IT team.  They need to ensure that these 

technologies are being leveraged to the fullest to realise business objectives.

14.30  Getting the basics right: Ensuring clarity of digital objectives across all departments
 The transition from a conventional oil field to a digital oil field is challenging. IT Managers need to deal with resistance to 
change to see successful implementation and achievement of business objectives
Are your IT teams sufficiently equipped?
•  Creating multi-disciplinary, diverse teams to clearly communicate, plan and execute required IT infrastructure
•  Designing and developing a resilient IT/OT sync between relevant stakeholders to prevent malware attacks
• Establishing privileged contact with end users to embed solutions into day to day operations
Mohamed Hasan, IT Service Management Specialist, Shell Gas, Iraq
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INTERACTIVE GROUP DISCUSSIONS (IDGs) 

15.30  Interactive Group Discussions (IDGs) are the perfect setting for audiences to come together and discuss their ideas, 
insights and opinions on specific topics. Each IDG has a leader who will lead the discussion and mention key points that 
the audience seated can engage in, creating a platform for interactive conversations and learning’s from like minded 
individuals, from similar work backgrounds of industries, hence leading into a thought provoking discussion. Every 
participant will have the exciting chance of discussing and sharing their views over two topics for 30 mins each within the 
respective group.

17.00 End of Conference Day 1 

IDG A: Success factors for a digital oil 
field implementation  

The success of a digital oil field 
depends on the project definition, the 
support from the management and 
the corporate structure. Oil and gas 
companies also need to understand 

their objectives and intentions 
before allocating resources for such 

projects. Identifying experiences 
relevant personnel followed by a post 

implementation review is integral. 

IDG B: Creating an asset based 
organisation 

Establishing a learning and 
development strategy for personnel 

across the value chain to create 
asset based workforce. Clearly 

communicating the benefits of digital 
oilfields on individual levels and the 

complications associated with lack of 
utilization and implementation is equally 

important to prevent personnel from 
going back to conventional methods. 

IDG C: Leveraging real time data for 
operations 

Real time data for oil fields is critical. 
It gives operators access to critical 

pieces of data which is used to make 
critical decisions such as flow rate, 

pressure, temperature etc. Availability 
of such data would mean better 

decision making abilities and optimised 
production capacities. 

IDG D: Remote monitoring for oil wells 
Constant monitoring and surveillance 

is the key for oil fields. Remote 
monitoring delivers field and 

operational intelligence, such that 
you can troubleshoot operations in 
real-time and optimally plan your 

crew’s schedule, saving you both time 
and money. This will ensure efficiency 
in operations and an enhanced asset 

life cycle. 

IDG E: Optimising production through 
automation 

Developing automation strategies 
to optimise deep water production 

activities for deep water exploration 
and production can reduce risky 

well visits. This will reduce downtime, 
unplanned maintenance along with 

other operational costs. With relevant 
data accessible through a control 

room, operators can then continuously 
monitor current operating conditions, 

troubleshoot any potential issues, 
and make process adjustments at an 
earlier stage to help increase uptime.
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CONFERENCE DAY TWO 
WEDNESDAY, 24 JULY 2019
08.00 Registration, coffee and networking

08:45 IQPC welcome remarks 
Suraj Rao, Conference Director, IQPC

08:50 Opening remarks from chairman

A NEW PATH TO PROFITABILITY - REMOTE MONITORING OF OIL FIELDS 
Remote monitoring helps users know how their oil and gas wells are performing compared to their expectations and predict how 

much each well is capable of producing.

09.00 Overcoming challenges: Assessing the performance of production fields using real-time key performance indicators 
 Optimising well production and maintenance activities has always been a priority and a problem for operators. Online 
monitoring is a step towards solving the major problem on hand. 
How is remote monitoring optimising production and helping businesses make key decisions?
• Developing real-time production reports to maintain service records and execute maintenance plans
• Optimising chemical injection for each oil well amounts through online monitoring
• Accessing overall well information to reduce well downtime and optimise production
Emmanuel Udofia, CEO/Managing director, Suneses Energy, Nigeria

09.30 At risk: People, processes and production. Monitoring oil fields through sensors and alarms to enhance well production 
 By investing in digital oilfield remote-monitoring technologies, operators can access and manage equipment, production 
data, and asset analytics across multiple applications from one single location. 
How is remote monitoring technology helping personnel stay safe and optimising production capacities?
• Seamlessly integrating software, hardware, and sensors to extract important operational information
•  Enabling operators to monitor operating conditions, troubleshoot problems through integrated remote monitoring

systems
•  Reducing well visits by close to 60% through a wireless water-injection remote-monitoring system to track well pressure,

temperature, and flow

INTELLIGENT WELL COMPLETION 
Intelligent well completions incorporate permanent downhole sensors and surface controlled downhole flow valves to monitor 

and evaluate well test results without interventions

10.30 Eliminating high costs to manage production through intelligent well completions
 An analytical approach to production could improve the global average underground recovery factor by up to 10 
percent, equivalent to unlocking an additional 1 trillion barrel of oil equivalents. 
Why do companies fail to take advantage of opportunities to boost productivity? 
• Optimising production, minimising operating costs through Remotely Operated Adaptive Completion System (ROACS)
•  Collect, transmit, and analyse reservoir production data and to proof completion integrity to enable remote action to

better control reservoir, well, and production processes
• Using real-time data to re-configure well architecture without well interventions to optimise personnel security
Dr. Omar Ibrahim, General Manager, NNPC and Governor of OPEC for Nigeria

11.00 Speed Networking and Refreshments break

11.30 Evaluating well test results for completion efficiency
 To get the most from the field, continuous monitoring is extremely important. Maintaining a level of data collection 
intended to maintain control of the reservoir and continue to minimise the return of risk. Oil companies have reported 
reduction in well costs by atleast 11%. 
What is the real value of data collection?
• Implementing an optimised completion template and strategy and continuously evaluate well results
• Analysing new data to maintain continuous communication with the reservoir
• Utilising well results and the reservoir model to incorporate a full development plan to optimise production
Engr. Enorense Amadasu, Head of Upstream Monitoring and Regulations Division (HUMR), Department of Petroleum 
Resources, Nigeria
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DIGITAL OIL RECOVERY - UNEARTHING NEW VALUE
By using production data in a new and innovative way, digital technologies through machine learning and cognitive analytics will 

help in increasing recovery by at least 20%

12.00 Accelerating value and maximising production 
 Lower is the new normal. The relentless focus on cost optimisation combined with deferred capital spending has helped 
operators return to profitability and conserve cash. 
How will this be a game Changer for Africa’s legacy oil fields?
• Creating a reliable production forecast through analytics and production data for better decision making
• Developing an optimised actionable field development plan to optimise production from wells
• Running scenarios to identify production solutions as per the financial, operational and resource constraints
Simbi Wabote, Executive Secretary, Nigerian Content Development Monitoring Board (NCDMB), Nigeria

12.30 Squeezing the last drop of oil: Digitalising oil recovery methods (EORs)  
 Approximately 60-70% of the oil in place cannot be produced by conventional methods. EOR methods are gaining 
importance, in particular with respect to the limited worldwide resources of crude oil. 
Are you aware of the potential of your oil field?
• Integrating operating assets into the total value stream to increase oil recovery by atleast 35%
• Visualising asset performance using key performance indicators (KPIs) and key operating parameters (KOPs)
• Increase overall efficiency by managing the total water value life cycle to minimise costs and improve production

13.00  Networking Lunch

DIGITAL WORKFORCE - WHAT ABOUT PERSONNEL?
Digitilisation of oil fields isn’t just an attempt to improve production capacities.  It enhances operator’s safety and leads to a lower 

incident and casualty rate.

14.00 Improving worker safety through digitalisation of oil fields
 The race to digitise isn’t just to improve production capacities and improve recovery rates, reports suggest that effective 
implementation of digitalisation for personnel safety can decrease incident rates by 44% and casualty rates by 5%.
How safe are your personnel today?
• Protect and monitor lone workers at risk in hazardous sites through man down alerting applications
• Alerting crew in the event of a mechanical/electrical failure through automated alarm management systems
•  Enhancing application safety at platforms through advanced digital Land Mobile Radio (LMR) and operation

technology
Senior Management Representative, Shell, Nigeria

14.30 Re-imagining the digital oil and gas enterprise workplace to improve efficiency in operations
 Digital business automation will streamline processes by reducing work that is manual or transactional. Humans themselves 
will be equipped with sensors that help to monitor their work environment and their physical safety, in real time.
How do you incorporate total workforce management in the digital enterprise?
• Creating a seamless system to automate and streamline work that can be done without adding much complexity
• Reducing mundane work tasks to focus on value adding work performed by workers who are more skilled
•  Equipping personnel with wearable tech that help to monitor their work environment and their physical safety, in real

time
Sunny Iyuke, CEO, Petroleum Training Institute, Nigeria

15.00 Networking and Refreshments Break
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INTELLIGENT ARTIFICIAL LIFTS - PUSHING CRUDE TO THE SURFACE
Artificial lifts are used in 950,000 wells around the globe to improve production rates when natural pressure is insufficient to 

push the oil to the surface.

15.30 Optimising oil production tasks through intelligent artificial systems
 Intelligent artificial lifts can enhance oil inflow by 50% and pump energy costs by 30%. For a well with an average of 500 
barrels of oil production per day, implementing the software increased production by 17%.
Why are intelligent artificial lifts so popular among oil fields across the world?
• Leveraging real-time operating data from VSDs and sensors in artificial lifts to optimise production tasks
• Digitalising intelligent lift operations to avoid higher Capex and Opex costs
• Deploying Electric Submersible Pumps (ESPs) along with rod pump systems during the early phase of well life

16.00 Turning waste into profits through energy efficient pump mechanisms and systems
 Downhole sensing has a high cost of production and complex maintenance requirements. Virtual Flow Meters (VFMs) 
 on the other hand can be procured at a fraction of the cost and provides 90% accurate data when compared to 
downhole sensors
• Monitoring underground pressure and temperature through VFMs for well analysis
• Identifying underperforming wells through VFM data to limit production deferments and production targets
• Comparing well test data with VFM data to validate planning and production allocation schedules
Ekere Akpan, Technical Manager, Universal Energy Resources Limited, Nigeria

16:30 Closing Remarks

16.40 End of Conference Day 2

“Great interactive 
event with lots of 
communication.”

Ali Al Lawati, Manager Surface 
Engineering, Petrogas, Oman

“Wide spectrum of 
participants helps 
you see different 

perspectives on one 
or more areas.”

Senior Rotating Equipment Engineer, 
GASCO, UAE

“An excellent 
opportunity for 

exchanging ideas 
and transferring 

knowledge about an 
important topic.”

Consultant, Saudi Aramco, 
Saudi Arabia
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POST CONFERENCE 
WORKSHOP  
THURSDAY, 25 JULY 2019

Digital oil fields have been implemented across 150 companies in the world today. Most of them have realised profits and optimised 
production of their fields. Personnel need to be trained before such technologies can be leveraged and optimised. Real time data 
can be used by not just maintenance and operations teams but also the management to formulate strategies and take major 
business decisions.

08:00 Registration and refreshments

09:00 Start of Workshop

13:00 Networking Lunch

14:00 End of Workshop

Benefits of Attending:
• Common failures and challenges faced during digital oil field implementation

• Latest data and information technologies available for creating unified information data boards

• Discover how these ideas and techniques can be practically implemented in your organisation

• Learn what the recommendations are for visualization devices

• Understand the best approach to information interpretation and response policy procedures

• Developing strategies to create truly integrated operations

Workshop Leader:

Emmanuel Udofia,  
CEO/Managing Director, 
Suneses Energy, Nigeria

Emmanuel is a subject matter expert across upstream of oil and gas industry in Petroleum production engineering. He has 
successfully implemented, embed and managed Smart (intelligent) fields and collaborative work environment in Bonga Deepwater 
field with business benefit of 5% reduction in production deferment, reduction in Health, Safety and Environment exposure and 
greater team situational awareness/integration

Essentials for successful implementation of digital oil fields
09.00am – 12.00 pm
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